Concrete Building Safety Program
Stakeholder Working Group Meeting #6
June 1, 2023
1pm-3pm PST City Hall Room #305

Meeting Objectives

- The Working Group understands the technical recommendations for the non-ductile concrete program, and understands the process by which the technical recommendations were distilled and who was involved.
- The Working Group understands the Guiding Principles that the ATC Team considered in developing the technical recommendations.
- The Working Group reviews and refines a set of Guiding Principles that accompany the program recommendations for the Executive Panel.

Meeting Agenda

1. Welcome, Meeting Recap, Agenda & Guiding Principles (30 min)

   Participants share ‘priorities’ statements and are given example Guiding Principles that can help guide the Working Group’s decision-making.

2. ATC – Technical Recommendations (30 min)

   ATC Team shares technical recommendations for what buildings are “in” vs exempt and level of retrofit, along with the process and what Guiding Principles have been considered in weighing various options.

3. Break (10 min)

4. ATC – Technical Recommendations, continued (30 min)

   ATC Team shares technical recommendations for schedule categories and timeline along with the process and what Guiding Principles have been considered in weighing various options.

5. Q&A (10 min)
Working Group members discuss, deliberate and ask questions of technical team.

5. **Wrap Up & Next Steps (10 min)**

*Share Next Steps on how Working Group member ‘priorities’ statements will be synthesized, integrated and shared back to form a prioritization framework that will help guide the adoption of program recommendations by decision-makers.*